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Abstract Adiabatic quantum computing has evolved in recent years from a theoretical field into
an immensely practical area, a change partially sparked by D-Wave System’s quantum annealing
hardware. These multimillion-dollar quantum annealers offer the potential to solve optimization
problems millions of times faster than classical heuristics, prompting researchers at Google, NASA
and Lockheed Martin to study how these computers can be applied to complex real-world problems
such as NASA rover missions. Unfortunately, compiling (embedding) an optimization problem into
the annealing hardware is itself a difficult optimization problem and a major bottleneck currently
preventing widespread adoption. Additionally, while finding a single embedding is difficult, no gen-
eralized method is known for tuning embeddings to use minimal hardware resources. To address
these barriers, we introduce a graph-theoretic framework for developing structured embedding algo-
rithms. Using this framework, we introduce a biclique virtual hardware layer to provide a simplified
interface to the physical hardware. Additionally, we exploit bipartite structure in quantum programs
using odd cycle transversal (OCT) decompositions. By coupling an OCT-based embedding algo-
rithm with new, generalized reduction methods, we develop a new baseline for embedding a wide
range of optimization problems into fault-free D-Wave annealing hardware. To encourage the reuse
and extension of these techniques, we provide an implementation of the framework and embedding
algorithms.
1 Introduction
Adiabatic quantum computing (AQC) is a model of computation that utilizes quantum mechanics
to solve difficult optimization problems. As originally proposed by Farhi et al. [16], AQC relies
on the dynamical evolution of a quantum state under a Hamiltonian that changes adiabatically
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from an initial to final form. This computational model uses the final Hamiltonian to express an
optimization problem such that adiabatic evolution will recover the corresponding ground state.
In its most general form, the AQC model is equivalent to other universal quantum computing
models. However, any limitation on the Hamiltonian forms may reduce the power of the compu-
tational model. Recently, an embodiment of the AQC model with a restricted Hamiltonian was
developed using superconducting flux qubits by D-Wave Systems Inc. This quantum processor pro-
vides a large number of addressable qubits (up to 2048 in the latest D-Wave 2000Q processor)
that implement a programmable Ising model over a restricted geometry. While not a universal
quantum computer, the D-Wave processor has been shown to produce quantum effects and yield
time-to-solution orders of magnitude faster than classical algorithms [12, 25]. Use of this quantum
annealer [23] has evolved beyond the design stage to testing and deployment, with recent appli-
cations including computational chemistry, NP-hard graph problems, image recognition, and more
[12, 24, 31, 33, 35, 38].
A key step in using current AQC-based processors is compiling the executable program that
will run on hardware with restricted connectivity [21, 7]. Both the problem and hardware layouts
are conventionally represented using graphs with the problem defined by variables connected with
dependencies and the hardware layouts defined by qubits connected with couplers. Under this
graph-theoretic formulation, the compilation process reduces to the NP-hard problem of minor
embedding the problem graph into the hardware graph. In practice, this step represents a limitation
bottleneck for the end-to-end program performance because existing embedding algorithms take
orders of magnitude longer to execute than the quantum annealer itself [22]. Furthermore, no
efficient universal embedding algorithm exists, with past algorithms addressing specific classes of
problem instance (e.g. complete graphs, very sparse graphs, etc.) and hardware instance (e.g. D-
Wave Chimera graph, etc.), along with a myriad of additional assumptions (e.g. fault-free hardware,
parameter values, etc.). However, given the disjoint development of algorithms for these specialized
instances, the resulting techniques cannot be combined in a common framework.
To address this incompatibility, we introduce a graph-theoretic framework for developing tuned
and modularized embedding algorithms. This framework introduces the concept of a virtual hard-
ware graph that provides a judiciously simplified representation of the physical hardware graph,
greatly reducing the complexity of embedding subroutines. Many existing embedding algorithms
are compatible with the virtual hardware layer and we rewrite them as modular subroutines. We
then introduce generalized reduction subroutines for minimizing the hardware footprint of a given
embedding. We are able to apply these reduction subroutines to the embedding algorithms emulated
by our framework, producing notable improvements for reducing hardware footprint.
As a proof of concept, we provide a complete bipartite virtual hardware compatible with the
D-Wave Chimera hardware structure. By exploiting bipartite problem structure with an odd cy-
cle transversal decomposition (OCT), we are able to provide embeddings for edge-dense problem
graphs. We additionally present a linear-time approximation algorithm for computing OCT decom-
positions, leading to fast embedding algorithms. Further use cases are provided by Hamilton and
Humble [19].
Finally, we provide an efficient implementation of the full virtual hardware framework, includ-
ing new and existing embedding and reduction subroutines, available at https://github.com/
TheoryInPractice/aqc-virtual-embedding. Experimentally, we find that this framework is able
to unify and expand on existing embedding algorithms, providing baseline tools for future develop-
ment. Further, we find that OCT-based embedding algorithms perform better – in run time, size
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Fig. 1: A Chimera C3,3,4 graph. The Chimera location labels of four qubits are highlighted.
of problem graph embedded, and number of qubits used – than the existing TRIAD and CMR
algorithms [8, 10].
The manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces adiabatic quantum computing and
the D-Wave hardware, including an overview of related work. Section 3 defines virtual hardware
and a stack of baseline subroutines – the graph-theoretic framework – and details the emulation and
enhancement of existing embedding algorithms using our framework. Section 4 introduces a new
embedding subroutine that exploits bipartite structure in problem and hardware graphs by using
an odd cycle transversal decomposition and biclique virtual hardware, respectively; we additionally
present a new, fast approximation algorithm for computing an odd cycle transversal. Section 5
contains experimental results of embedding algorithms detailed in previous sections. Finally, we
summarize, present our conclusions, and outline future work in Section 6.
2 Background
We assume graphs are simple and undirected. For a graph G, we denote its vertices with V (G) and
edges with E(G), and let n = |V (G)| and m = |E(G)| if the graph in question is clear from the
context. Given a set of vertices S, we use G[S] to denote the subgraph induced by S, and G \ S to
denote G[V (G)−S]. We denote the complete graph on n vertices as Kn and the complete bipartite
graph on n = n1 +n2 vertices with partite sets of order n1, n2 as Kn1,n2 . As shorthand, we also refer
to complete bipartite graphs as bicliques. We denote the neighbors of a vertex u as N(u). An edge
(u, v) can be contracted by adding a vertex uv with incident edges to the vertices N(u)∪N(v), and
then deleting u and v. We also define the contraction of a connected subgraph H as the iterative
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Fig. 2: A typical workflow for running QUBO-formulated optimization problems on an AQC pro-
cessing unit. Finding efficient and effective embedding algorithms is an area of active research.
contraction of its edges (order does not matter due to connectivity). For a set S we denote its power
set as P(S).
Current and prior D-Wave hardware layouts are based on the more general Chimera graphs.
Visualized in Fig. 1, a Chimera graph CL,M,N is an M ×N grid of biclique KL,L cells. For example,
the latest D-Wave 2000Q hardware is based on a C4,16,16 graph. In the context of Chimera hardware,
we assume that the qubits are labeled by their location in the Chimera layout: (`r, `c, `p, `h) where
1 ≤ `r ≤M identifies a row, 1 ≤ `c ≤ N identifies a column, `p ∈ {1, 2} identifies a partite set, and
1 ≤ `h ≤ L denotes the in-cell height index.
2.1 Minor Embedding for Adiabatic Quantum Programming
Programming a quantum annealer, such as the D-Wave hardware, requires setting the parameters
that define the underlying Ising Model. This process includes defining the positive and negative
spins as variable assignments such that logical dependencies are maintained within the restricted
connectivity of the hardware graph. Recently, several efficient compilation methods have been pro-
posed for managing this process [9, 21, 35, 38].
A generalized compilation pipeline is shown in Fig. 2. A common entry point into these com-
pilation frameworks is the quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) problem. Given
variables x1, . . . , xn where xi ∈ {0, 1} and constants cij ∈ R, the QUBO problem is to compute
arg min
∑
i≤j
cijxixj .
QUBO has become a standard input format for quantum annealers, similar to the linear program
format used in efficient classical solvers such as CPLEX. Many constrained optimization problems
can be converted directly to QUBO form [6].
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A QUBO can be converted directly into a graph P with vertices V (P ) = {x1, . . . , xn}, edges
E(P ) = {(xi, xj) | i 6= j, cij 6= 0}, vertex weights cii, and edge weights cij for i 6= j. Viewing
a QUBO as a graph is particularly useful when selecting sets of physical qubits to represent the
QUBO variables, since this assignment is known as graph minor embedding :
Definition 1 (Minor Embedding) Given two graphs P and H, a minor embedding of P into H
is a function φ : V (P ) → P(V (H)) that assigns each vertex in P to a vertex set from V (H) such
that the following properties hold:
1. Vertex sets cannot overlap: φ(u) ∩ φ(v) = ∅ for all distinct u, v ∈ V (P ).
2. Vertex sets induce connected subgraphs: H[φ(u)] is connected for every u ∈ V (P ).
3. Edges are represented: (u, v) ∈ E(P )→ (u′, v′) ∈ E(H) for some u′ ∈ φ(u) and v′ ∈ φ(v).
From a graph-theoretic perspective, this embedding defines the vertex deletions and edge contrac-
tions necessary to find P as a minor of H. From the physics perspective, this embedding assigns an
appropriate set of physical qubits to collectively represent a logical qubit, and QUBO weights are
adjusted for this embedding by distributing each logical qubit’s weight over its vertex sets’ physical
qubits [9]. Hence, compiling a QUBO into AQC hardware reduces to the problem of finding a minor
embedding.
The problem of finding a minor embedding is NP-hard for general graphs, witnessed with a
trivial reduction from SubgraphIsomorphism.The most famous minor-embedding result comes
from the Robertson-Seymour graph minor theory [36], which implies that there is a polynomial-
time algorithm for finding an embedding of a fixed problem graph into any potential hardware
graph. However, this algorithm assumes the size of the problem graph is a constant and uses
it exponentially, therefore the result is not expected to yield practical embedding algorithms Choi
notes that a similar problem has been previously studied in parallel computing [27] where a job needs
to be distributed over a cluster’s nodes, but existing results are incompatible with the requirement
of a graph minor embedding [10].
In addition to constructing a minor embedding, in practice we also want to tune the embedding
to have beneficial graph properties. Finding an embedding with a minimum hardware footprint,
measured in qubits, would be preferable to more wasteful embeddings. Experimental evidence also
suggests that large vertex sets lead to poor solutions in practice, so minimizing the diameter of each
vertex set’s induced subgraph is desirable. Thus, in addition to the NP-hard problem of generating
a single embedding, we are also interested in searching over the space of embeddings.
Examples of prior application-to-Ising-Model compilations include Lucas’s formulation of Karp’s
21 NP-hard problems [31], NASA’s rover missions [35, 38], applications in computational chemistry
[24], and computer vision [33].
2.2 Related Work
The notion of minor embedding QUBO problems into Chimera CL,M,N hardware was first introduced
by Choi in 2008 [9]. Choi later provided the first general purpose embedding algorithm [10], TRIAD,
which embedded KLN (assuming N ≤M) into a triangular portion of the D-Wave hardware. This
embedding trivially provides embeddings for all graphs of at least LN vertices; however, no tuning
mechanism is provided to reduce the hardware footprint for problems with less edges.
Klymko et al. [26] extended this work by providing an alternative embedding algorithm for
KLN+1. While TRIAD could be extended for this extra vertex set, it unnaturally used all remaining
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qubits. The embedding provided by Klymko et al. shifted these qubits around such that all the
vertex sets are (roughly) balanced. Klymko et al. showed that this balanced embedded also proved
resilient to hardware instances with hard faults (missing qubits). Finally, the authors also introduced
the notion of QUBO rejection using structural graph properties. Specifically, Klymko et al. showed
that QUBOs with treewidth larger than L(N + 1) cannot be embedded in CL,M,N . While treewidth
is NP-complete to compute, Wang et al. provided a linear-time approximation for problems based
on Ollivier-Ricci curvature [39].
While the algorithms from [10] and [26] ran in constant time and guaranteed an embedding,
Cai et al. [8] took a different approach by providing greedy heuristics for embedding arbitrary
QUBOs into arbitrary hardware graphs. Experimental results provided by the authors show that,
for very sparse graphs such as 3-regular and grid graphs, the algorithm succeeded in embedding
larger QUBOs than previous embedding algorithms, while also using less qubits. This so-called
CMR algorithm is the basis for the embedding algorithm provided in the D-Wave API [11].
Most recently, Boothby et al. [5] generalized the TRIAD embedding into a class of native clique
embeddings for KLN . They show that, unlike the TRIAD embedding, exponentially-many native
clique embeddings exist in a given Chimera graph, making it possible to construct one that avoids
hard faults. Additionally, they provide a polynomial-time dynamic programming algorithm for
computing the maximum native clique possible in a Chimera graph with hard faults.
3 Virtual Hardware Framework
At the core of our framework is a virtual hardware layer created to provide a cleaner interface for
finding minor embeddings. The introduction of this intermediary representation splits the minor
embedding process into two phases:
1. Find the initial embedding. Starting with a virtual hardware template that allocates physical
resources, find a virtual embedding function into the virtual hardware.
2. Iteratively tune the embedding. After obtaining an initial embedding, apply reduction routines
to tune both the virtual embedding function and virtual hardware to adjust physical hardware
resource usage.
Fig. 3 illustrates this iteration. Provided with an initial virtual hardware template T and its
embedding ψ into the physical hardware, a virtual embedding φ is sufficient for finding a valid
minor embedding of the QUBO into the physical hardware. By iterating reduction subroutines,
a sequence of improved embeddings (φ, T , ψ) → (φ′, T ′, ψ′) → (φ′′, T ′′, ψ′′) each produce a full
embedding with reduced hardware usage.
Formally, we assume the problem is formulated as a graph P and the hardware layout as a graph
H. The virtual hardware template T is a graph embeddable into H. This embedding denotes an
allocation of qubits in H into virtual qubits in T , encoded with a physical embedding function
ψ : V (T ) → P(V (P )). For bookkeeping, we require that each edge in T represents exactly one
edge in H – therefore removing edges in the virtual hardware has a corresponding meaning on the
physical hardware footprint. Since we want to define a virtual hardware template that scales with
the physical hardware, we define virtual hardware templates in terms of families:
Definition 2 (Chimera-Compatible Virtual Hardware Template Family) A virtual hard-
ware template family F is a set of virtual hardware graphs defined with a corresponding family of
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Fig. 3: A high-level overview of the virtual hardware framework, including the iterative tuning of
the virtual embedding φ, virtual hardware template T , and the physical embedding ψ.
physical hardware embedding functions Ψ , such that for all L,M,N ∈ Z+, there exists ψ ∈ Ψ and
T ∈ F such that ψ minor embeds T into CL,M,N .
Finding a virtual embedding function φ : V (P ) → P(V (T )) is sufficient for finding the initial
embedding χ : V (P ) → P(V (H)), which can be constructed by letting χ(u) = ⋃x∈φ(u) ψ(x). We
compute this virtual embedding function with an embedding subroutine:
Definition 3 (Embedding Subroutine) An embedding subroutine takes as input a problem
graph P and virtual hardware T , and outputs a virtual embedding φ : V (P ) → P(V (T )) or the
keyword FAIL.
After finding a full minor embedding function, we then apply reduction subroutines to produce
tuned embeddings:
Definition 4 (Reduction Subroutine) A reduction subroutine takes as input a problem P ,
virtual hardware T , and virtual embedding φ, then outputs an updated virtual hardware T ′ and
virtual embedding φ′ (potentially identical to T and φ).
After reduction subroutines are applied, an updated physical embedding function ψ′ can be
recovered from the original ψ and the final virtual hardware T ′ by using only the physical qubits
needed to represent the edges in T ′. Again, we have a full embedding χ′ of the problem into the
physical hardware by combining φ′ and ψ′.
3.1 Biclique Virtual Hardware
We now present an implementation of this framework using a biclique virtual hardware, an em-
bedding subroutine based on both Choi’s TRIAD and Klymko et al.’s embedding algorithm, and
provide two reduction subroutines for minimizing the total number of qubits used. We start with
the virtual hardware:
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Physical Hardware
v1–v4 v5–v8 v9–v12
h1–h4
h5–h8
h9–h12
Allocate
Virtual Hardware
v1–v4
v5–v8
v9–v12
h1–h4
h5–h8
h9–h12
Fig. 4: The K12,12 biclique virtual hardware for Chimera(4, 3, 3). Thick blue edges show allocations
to vertical vertex sets, and dashed gray edges show the horizontal vertex set allocations.
Definition 5 (Biclique Virtual Hardware Template Family) A CL,M,N hardware contains
a biclique KLM,LN virtual hardware T with partite sets L(T ) = {v1, . . . , vLM} and R(T ) =
{h1, . . . , hLN}; we refer to these as the vertical and horizontal partite sets, respectively. The em-
bedding function defining the minor embedding is given by
ψ(vi) = {(j, di/Le, 1, i mod L) | 1 ≤ j ≤M}, and
ψ(hi) = {(di/Le, j, 2, i mod L) | 1 ≤ j ≤ N}.
The intuition behind this allocation is a partitioning of the edges in Chimera graphs (c.f. Fig.
4). There are three such edge types – intra-cell, vertical inter-cell, and horizontal inter-cell – and the
inter-cell edges provide the highest connectivity increase per minor contraction. Therefore allocating
maximal vertical and horizontal paths provides a virtual hardware with relatively large degree per
vertex.
The biclique virtual hardware is fairly robust to physical hardware specifications by not requiring
a square Chimera grid like previous algorithms, nor depending on the fact that L = 4 in existing
hardware implementations. A biclique virtual hardware can also be allocated from a hardware
implementation with hard faults; however, in the naive allocation we find that each missing qubit
removes a full vertical or horizontal path. Managing hardware implementations with hard faults
is less a concern than in prior work, with more mature hardware yields and the introduction of
software post-processing methods for emulating missing qubits (e.g. the Full-Yield Chimera Solver
provided in D-Wave SAPI 2.4 [11]).
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3.2 Biclique Embedding and Reduction Subroutines
In this subsection we develop a baseline set of embedding and reduction subroutines utilizing the
biclique virtual hardware template. We start by providing an embedding for a complete graph on
min(LM,LN) vertices. At a high level the embedding assignment is straightforward: a single virtual
qubit in the vertical partite has edges to every virtual qubit in the horizontal partite, and vice-versa.
Therefore, to ensure that every two problem vertices are joined by an edge, we map each problem
vertex to a pair of virtual qubits:
Subroutine 1 (Native-Embed) Given a problem graph P with V (P ) = {u1, . . . , un} where n ≤
min(LM,LN) and a biclique virtual hardware T with partites L(T ) = {v1, . . . , vLM} and R(T ) =
{h1, . . . , hLN}, Native-Embed produces an embedding φ by mapping φ(ui) = {vi, hi} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
As defined, Native-Embed redundantly has two edges between every pair of vertex sets φ(ui) and
φ(uj), for i 6= j; namely, the edges (vi, hj) and (vj , hi). Recall that we defined ψ such that each edge
in T represents a unique edge in H, so this redundancy in the virtual hardware represents an actual
redundancy in the physical embedding. To gauge the wastefulness, we score a virtual hardware and
its virtual embedding:
Subroutine 2 (Qubit-Scoring) Suppose we are given standard input P , T , and φ. For each virtual
qubit vi ∈ L(T ), let Ivi = {j | (vi, hj) ∈ E(T )} be its index set – the range of neighbors it has on
the virtual hardware. Define the score for each left partite vertex as
score(vi) = 1 +
⌊
max(Ivi)
L
⌋
−
⌊
min(Ivi)
L
⌋
.
Each hi is assigned an index set and score analogously. Then the qubit score for φ and T is∑
vi∈L(T )
score(vi) +
∑
hi∈R(T )
score(hi).
At a high level, Qubit-Scoring computes the number of physical qubits that must be used with
the current virtual hardware and virtual embedding. If removing a redundant edge reduces the
score, then we have also reduced physical hardware usage. If removing a redundant edge does not
affect the score, then we know that this particular edge is not requiring extra hardware usage by
itself; however, a sequence of non-score-reducing redundant edge removals could potentially reduce
the score. Therefore, it is non-trivial to identify which of the redundant edges should be removed
for optimal hardware resource minimization.
Based on this observation, we provide two evaluation methods for computing virtual hardware
minimization. First, Qubit-Evaluation computes all possible redundant edge removals and chooses
the one with minimum score; this calculation is exponential in the number of redundant edges.
A faster evaluation method Fast-Qubit-Evaluation greedily keeps the lexicographically-first edge,
providing a minimal (but not necessarily minimum) score in linear time.
Subroutine 3 (Qubit-Evaluation) Suppose we are given standard input P , T , and φ. Let S be the
set of problem vertices mapped to at least one virtual qubit on each partite, let E be the set of all
edge sets E on the virtual hardware such that for each u, v ∈ S, there is exactly one edge (u′, v′) ∈ E
with u′ ∈ φ(u) and v′ ∈ φ(v). Then Qubit-Evaluation returns arg minE∈E Qubit-Scoring(E).
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Subroutine 4 (Fast-Qubit-Evaluation) Suppose we are given standard input P , T , and φ. Let S
be the set of problem vertices mapped to at least one virtual qubit on each partite. Then Fast-Qubit-
Evaluation returns E = {(vi, hj) | i ≤ j, vi ∈ φ(x), hj ∈ φ(y) for x, y ∈ V (P ) and y ∈ N(x)}.
The last step is to use this reduced edge set to construct a reduced virtual hardware, computed
using Qubit-Reduce:
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Fig. 5: (Left) The Native-Embed embedding with “+”-shaped vertex sets; (Right) The embedding
reduced by Qubit-Reduce, with “L”-shaped vertex sets.
Subroutine 5 (Qubit-Reduce) Given standard input P , T , φ and an evaluation subroutine, Qubit-
Reduce computes a set of redundant edges to be removed E, and outputs the current virtual embedding
φ and a new virtual hardware T ′ with vertices V (T ) and edges E(T )− E.
While fairly simple, Qubit-Reduce has the potential to reduce qubit usage by 50%. This ratio
occurs when Native-Embed’s “+”-shaped vertex sets on the physical hardware are reduced to “L”-
shaped vertex sets (as described by Boothby et al. [5]). Fig. 5 visualizes this reduction.
Up to this point, we have implicitly assumed that the problem graph was complete (i.e. we
needed to enforce every edge). However, we can achieve further hardware resource reduction by
assuming that the problem is missing edges. Specifically, by shuffling the assignment of vertex
sets on the biclique virtual hardware, we can group together those vertices with edges between
them, resulting in shorter vertex sets. This computation can be done with a scheme of subroutines,
kExchange-Reduce. In local search terminology, we compute a deterministic gradient descent on the
k-exchange neighborhood without restarts.
Subroutine 6 (kExchange-Reduce) Given standard input P, T , φ, and neighborhood exchange
parameter k ≥ 2, the subroutine kExchange-Reduce computes a new virtual embedding φ′ with the
following steps:
1. Let φ′ = φ.
2. Starting from φ′, compute all
(
n
k
)
k! ways to reassign exactly k problem vertices in each partite,
and score each qubit reassignment. (For example, if φ(u1) = {v1, h1} and φ(u2) = {v2, h2}, then
their 2-exchange on the left partite is φ(u1) = {v2, h1} and φ(u2) = {v1, h2}).
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3. Let φ′ be the reassignment with the lowest score.
4. Repeat until no k-exchange leads to a score reduction, and return φ′ and T .
For a fixed k, run time for kExchange-Reduce is
(
n
k
)
k! = O(nk) per iteration with a maximum of
L2(M +N) iterations. With the standard assumptions that L is a constant and
√
n = max(M,N),
kExchange-Reduce has a run time of O(nk+1/2).
3.3 Emulation and Enhancement
Applying the tools introduced in the last subsection, we can emulate Choi’s KLN TRIAD algorithm
[10] with Native-Embed and Qubit-Reduce. Klymko et al.’s KLN+1 embedding [26] can be found by
tweaking Native-Embed to embed u1, . . . , uLN−1 as usual, but also setting φ(uLN ) = {vLN} and
φ(uLN+1) = {hLN}. We note that doing so forces the first LN − 1 vertex sets to cover both the
vertical and horizontal partites in order to be adjacent to the last two vertices, therefore applying
Qubit-Reduce has a limited effect and is not recommended for general use.
One advantage of emulating existing algorithms in this framework is for the application of virtual
hardware-specific reduction subroutines; namely, Qubit-Reduce and kEx-Reduce. In Section 5.1 we
see that the subroutines do in fact produce smaller embeddings without unreasonably increasing
run times.
3.4 Summary
In this section we defined a biclique virtual hardware formed naturally from the Chimera graph by
exploiting its grid-like structure and high intra-cell connectivity.
We also defined a full baseline stack of embedding and reduction subroutines. As noted in the last
subsection, this framework is sufficient for emulating the best existing algorithms for dense problem
graphs in hardware layouts without faults. Furthermore, we can apply additional reduction routines
to achieve reduced embedding footprints. In total, these results serve as a full proof-of-concept
motivating the use of virtual hardware and the development of specialized and modular subroutines.
In the next section we take the next step and move beyond existing embedding algorithms by
exploiting the bipartite structure in problem graphs to tackle larger, more sparse problems.
4 Utilizing Bipartite Problem Structure
In the last section we emphasized the structural properties of the Chimera hardware graph, deriving
the biclique virtual hardware and its subroutines. In this section we utilize bipartite structure from
the problem graph. Specifically, we use the notion of odd cycle transversals to decompose problem
graphs and extract a maximal bipartite induced subgraph. We start by defining the odd cycle
transversal and its limitations in the Chimera graph, then describe an initial embedding subroutine
OCT-Embed, and finally propose a faster heuristic, Fast-OCT-Embed.
4.1 Odd Cycle Transversal
One metric for gauging the “bipartite-ness” of a graph G is the smallest set of vertices preventing
G from being bipartite, a minimum odd cycle transversal:
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Definition 6 (Odd Cycle Transversal (OCT)) The odd cycle transversal of a graph G is a set
of vertices S such that G \S is a bipartite graph. We denote the size of a minimum OCT set as the
OCT number, OCT (G), and the problem of computing OCT (G) as MinOCT.
Unfortunately, MinOCT is NP-hard [28] and does not have a constant factor approximation
algorithm unless P = NP [32]. However, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) when
parameterized by the natural parameter (solution size). In other words, graphs with small OCT
numbers will also have quickly-computable OCT numbers, regardless of total graph size. Given that
the biclique virtual hardware is most efficiently utilized when embedding problem graphs with small
OCT numbers, we expect embeddable problem graphs will have an efficiently computable OCT
decomposition. As a baseline we use Reed et al.’s O(3kkmn) algorithm for computing solutions of
size k, which is known to have several simplifications and optimizations [29, 20]. Other algorithms
for specialized instances also exist [1, 30].
We note thatMinOCT and the problem of computing the size of the maximum bipartite induced
subgraph (denoted by MaxBipartite) are complements, in the sense that an exact solution to one
problem also provides a solution to the other. However, an approximation for one problem is not
an approximation for the other, so some care must be taken when choosing which problem to
approximate.
4.2 OCT and the Chimera Graph
In prior work, Klymko et al. showed that the Chimera graph has treewidth bounded by O(LN),
assuming N ≤ M [26]. In this section we show that the maximum OCT (G) over all Chimera-
embeddable graphs G is bounded by all three Chimera parameters. First, we note that treewidth
and OCT describe different graph structure:
Proposition 1 The treewidth of a graph is independent of its OCT number.
Proof Consider two families of graphs:
1. The class of grid graphs. These graphs are known to have treewidth proportional to the smallest
grid dimension [13], but have an OCT number of 0 since they are bipartite.
2. The class of trees with their leaves replaced with triangles. These graphs have treewidth at most
three (a tree decomposition exists where each bag contains at most a triangle and its neighbor
in the tree), but unbounded OCT number since each (disjoint) triangle contains at least one
OCT vertex.
We have shown that one property cannot bound the other, therefore they are independent. uunionsq
With this independence established, we proceed to show upper and lower bounds on the maxi-
mum OCT number of a Chimera-embeddable graph.
Lemma 1 OCT (G) ≤ min(|L(B)|, |R(B)|) for all minors G of a bipartite graph B with vertex
partite sets L(B) and R(B).
Proof Let φ be a minor embedding of G into B, and without loss of generality, let L(B) be the
smaller of the two partite sets. Let S = {x | x ∈ V (G) and u ∈ φ(x) for u ∈ L(B)}, then we know
that |S| ≤ |L(B)|. V (G) − S is necessarily bipartite since φ(x) is composed of vertices from R(B)
for x ∈ V (G)− S, therefore OCT (G) ≤ |S| ≤ |L(B)|. uunionsq
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Corollary 1 OCT (G) ≤ LMN for all Chimera-embeddable graphs G.
Lemma 2 There exists a Chimera-embeddable graph G such that OCT (G) ≥ (L− 1)MN .
Proof We construct G by contracting L − 1 vertex-disjoint edges in each cell of a Chimera graph.
Each cell is now a KL+1 clique and L−1 of these vertices must be included in an OCT set, therefore
OCT (G) ≥ (L− 1)MN . uunionsq
While the treewidth of Chimera graphs only grows in two dimensions (L and min(M,N)),
Lemma 2 shows that the minimum odd cycle transversal will increase if L, M , or N is increased.
Therefore we recommend using a minimal odd cycle transversal as a proxy for estimating how much
hardware a problem graph’s embedding will require. A minimal OCT set is fast to compute and
reflects more of the actual hardware usage than treewidth.
In addition to gauging how much hardware a problem’s embedding will require, we can also
use the minimum odd cycle transversal to recognize when certain problems are not embeddable.
The Klymko et al. [26] result shows that problems with treewidth larger than (L+ 1)N cannot be
embedded, but this bound does not apply to classes of small treewidth, such as series-parallel graphs
[14]. However, the OCT rejection criterion provides a characterization of unembeddable graphs in
terms of odd cycles, therefore it encompasses a different class of graphs (including series-parallel
graphs, which can have an unbounded number of odd cycles).
4.3 Computing OCT and OCT-Embed
As mentioned previously, the fastest-known algorithm for computing the OCT number is exponen-
tial in the solution size, so we want to prune graphs if possible. One method of doing that is by
removing tree-like structure:
Proposition 2 To compute MinOCT on a graph G, it is sufficient to compute MinOCT on the
maximal 2-edge-connected subgraphs of G.
Proof We induct on the number of 2-edge-connected maximal subgraphs. If there is no such sub-
graph, then every edge is a bridge and the graph is a tree, therefore the claim is true.
Suppose instead that there are k such subgraphs in G and the claim is true for all graphs with
k − 1 such subgraphs. We can decompose the graph into maximal 2-edge-connected subgraphs by
computing a chain decomposition [37] on G to identify its bridges. Removing these bridges produces
each maximal 2-edge-connected subgraph as a connected component. Further, contracting these
subgraphs creates a tree with the contracted subgraphs as vertices and the bridges as the edges.
Pick a subgraph S that is a leaf on this tree, and let (v1, v2) be the bridge separating S from
G \ S. By the induction hypothesis, we can compute OCT (G \ S) and OCT (S) on their maximal
2-edge-connected subgraphs, therefore all that remains is to show that these two partial solutions
are compatible.
Suppose that the partial solutions are expressed as a coloring: vertices in the left partite set are
colored L, the right partite set R, and neither partite set (e.g. in the OCT set) as N . If at least
one of v1, v2 is colored N , or if one is colored L and the other R, then these partial solutions are
compatible as-is. Suppose to the contrary that both are colored with the same partite set color.
Then in S we recolor L→ R and R→ L. This recoloring does not change OCT (S), and the partial
solutions are now compatible. uunionsq
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This preprocessing step is fast, costing only an additive O(m) run time when using Schmidt’s
chain decomposition algorithm [37]. This approach also provides an opportunity for parallelization
if the graph has many 2-edge-connected maximal subgraphs. While this technique applies to any
graph, we can take advantage of the 2-edge-connectivity in the class of series-parallel graphs by
exploiting nested ear decompositions:
Proposition 3 OCT (G) can be computed in linear time for a series-parallel graph G.
Proof The proof of Proposition 3 can be found in Appendix A. uunionsq
We conclude this subsection by defining an embedding subroutine that uses an OCT-decomposition
to embed into the biclique virtual hardware. At a high level, OCT-Embed first computes a minimum
OCT set, embeds the OCT vertices as if they were a complete graph, and then embeds the bipartite
induced subgraph directly into the biclique virtual hardware (Fig. 6.
Subroutine 7 (OCT-Embed) Let P be a problem graph with V (P ) = S ∪ L ∪ R, where S =
{u1, . . . , ui} is a minimum OCT set, and L = {ui+1, . . . , uj} and R = {uj+1, . . . , un} are a
maximum bipartite induced subgraph. Let T be a biclique virtual hardware with partites L(T ) =
{v1, . . . , vLM} and R(T ) = {h1, . . . , hLN}. If j ≤ LM and n− i ≤ LN , then OCT-Embed produces
an embedding φ by mapping:
φ(ux) =
{vx, hx} if ux ∈ S{vx} if ux ∈ L{hx−i} if ux ∈ R
otherwise it outputs FAIL.
4.4 Approximating OCT and Fast-OCT-Embed
A downside to OCT-Embed is its exponential run time, restricting the subroutine’s real-world ap-
plicability. However, an exact solution to MinOCT is not always required for a full embedding –
any odd cycle transversal decomposition will work as long as it fits into the biclique virtual hard-
ware. We utilize this fact to develop an approximation algorithm for MaxBipartite, and use this
approximation algorithm for two purposes: (1) as an initial solution for the iterative compression
in our algorithm for OCT-Embed, and (2) as a standalone embedding subroutine Fast-OCT-Embed.
We approximate MaxBipartite instead of MinOCT for two reasons. First, the Reed et al.
algorithm [34] we use to compute the exact OCT number uses a technique called iterative compres-
sion, where a solution of size k + 1 is compressed to size k over several subgraph iterations. We
can reduce the number of these iterations by providing the algorithm with a large initial subgraph
with at most k OCT vertices, therefore we have motivation for estimating a maximal bipartite
subgraph. Second, if we approximate MaxBipartite, then our worst approximations (in terms of
magnitude) are when the graph has a large bipartite graph. However, this implies a small OCT set,
therefore the exact algorithm will have an exponentially faster run time. Therefore approximating
MaxBipartite makes more sense in this context.
Our approximation algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. Partially motivated by the success
of using a greedy algorithm to compute exact solutions on series-parallel graphs, we found that a
minimum-degree–greedy algorithm also performed well in practice on general graphs (c.f. Section
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Fig. 6: Embedding an 8-vertex problem into C4,2,2 using the OCT-Embed subroutine. For figure
readability, vertex ui is labeled with i.
Algorithm 1 Greedy Maximal Bipartite Induced Subgraph
1: function GreedyBipartite(G)
2: L← GreedyIndSet(G)
3: R← GreedyIndSet(G \ L)
4: return L ∪R
5: end function
6:
7: function GreedyIndSet(G)
8: S ← ∅
9: while G not empty do
10: v ← argminu∈V (G) d(u) . Pick any min degree vertex
11: S ← S ∪ {v}
12: G← G \ ({v} ∪N(v))
13: end while
14: return S
15: end function
5.1). In total, the algorithm has a run time of O(m) using a modification of Bataglj and Zavers˘nik’s
algorithm for computing k-core decompositions [3].
We begin the approximation factor analysis by noting that an approximation algorithm for
minimum independent set translates to MaxBipartite:
Lemma 3 GreedyBipartite implemented with an α-approximation GreedyIndSet algorithm is an α-
approximation algorithm.
Proof Let S be a fixed set of vertices such that G[S] is the larger partite of a maximum bipartite
induced subgraph. We want to show that for every vertex GreedyBipartite adds to its solution
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S′, at most α vertices from S are not chosen. Let L and R be the first and second independent
sets constructed by GreedyIndSet, respectively. First, the set L is chosen without (immediately)
disqualifying any vertex in G \ L from being in R, so no vertices are disqualified from S′ in this
step. When constructing R, at most α vertices from S are disqualified for every vertex added
to R, by definition of the approximation factor. Therefore R itself is an α-approximation for the
partite and a 2α-approximation for MaxBipartite. If |L| ≥ |R| then we have shown at least an
α-approximation. To show the approximation factor still holds when |L| < |R|, we want to show
that L is a α-approximation for MaxIndSet in G \R. But the previous argument still holds, since
at most α vertices from S are disqualified from S′ for every vertex chosen from G \R. Therefore in
both cases we have a alpha-approximation for the larger partite of a maximum induced bipartite
subgraph, therefore we have an α-approximation for MaxBipartite. uunionsq
Corollary 2 GreedyBipartite is a ∆+23 -approximation and a
2d¯+3
5 -approximation for graphs with
maximum degree ∆ and average degree d¯.
Proof Halldórsson and Radhakrishnan [18] show that GreedyIndSet is a ∆+23 -approximation and a
2d¯+3
5 -approximation for maximum independent set. By Lemma 3, the same approximation factors
hold for GreedyBipartite. uunionsq
Corollary 3 GreedyBipartite is a d-approximation for d-degenerate graphs.
Proof We first want to show that GreedyIndSet is a d-approximation, this proof mirrors that of
Lemma 3. Fix a maximum independent set S. In each step of GreedyIndSet, a vertex added to the
solution disqualifies at most d vertices from S. Therefore GreedyIndSet is a d-approximation for a
maximum independent set, and applying Lemma 3 shows that GreedyBipartite is a d-approximation
for MaxBipartite. uunionsq
Up to this point we have not assumed anything about the OCT set when computing an approx-
imation factor. However, as graphs get more dense the OCT set must also grow. We can show this
by using degeneracy as a metric for density:
Definition 7 (Graph Degeneracy) The degeneracy of a graph G is the smallest k such that
every subgraph of G has a vertex of degree at most k.
Lemma 4 GreedyBipartite is a (n− d)-approximation for a d-degenerate graph when d ≥ n2 .
Proof When d ≤ n2 , the desired graph can always be found as a subset of Kn/2,n/2. However, for
larger values of d, vertices must be moved from the bipartite graph into the OCT set, specifically two
vertices per additional unit of degeneracy. This fact means that a d-degenerate graph can have at
most a bipartite subgraph on 2(n−d) vertices. Solving for the approximation factor: α·2(n−d) = 2nd ,
so α = 2n2d(n−d) =
n
n−d · 1d ≥ nn−d · 1n = 1n−d . uunionsq
Proposition 4 Fast-OCT-Embed is a min(d, n− d)-approximation for d-degenerate graphs.
Proof This result follows directly from Lemmas 3 and 4. uunionsq
In other words, the degeneracy-based approximation factor is best on very sparse and very dense
graphs. Swapping the approximation algorithm into our embedding subroutine, we now define Fast-
OCT-Embed:
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Subroutine 8 (Fast-OCT-Embed) Let P be a problem graph with V (P ) = S ∪ L ∪ R, where
S = {u1, . . . , ui} is an OCT set, and L = {ui+1, . . . , uj} and R = {uj+1, . . . , un} are a maximum
bipartite induced subgraph. Let T be a biclique virtual hardware with partites L(T ) = {v1, . . . , vLM}
and R(T ) = {h1, . . . , hLN}. If j ≤ LM and n− i ≤ LN , then OCT-Embed produces an embedding
φ by mapping:
φ(ux) =
{vx, hx} if ux ∈ S{vx} if ux ∈ L{hx−i} if ux ∈ R
otherwise it outputs FAIL.
4.5 Summary
In summary, the odd cycle transversal provides a structured method for decomposing problems
and embedding them smartly into the Chimera hardware. We showed that OCT is a more flexible
property than treewidth in Chimera, increasing flexibility to new generations of hardware, and also
showed how to use OCT to embed into a biclique virtual hardware. In the next section we evaluate
these new embedding subroutines against previously studied embedding algorithms.
5 Experimental Results
In this section we experimentally evaluate virtual hardware against the existing benchmark al-
gorithms. First, we compare the approximation Fast-OCT-Embed against the exact OCT-Embed,
using no reduction routines. We then compare the Reduced Fast-OCT-Embed against Cai et al.’s
Dijkstra-based heuristic (denoted here as CMR (Dijkstra)). Finally we conclude with a comparison
again Choi’s TRIAD algorithm for embedding complete graphs. Against both benchmarks we find
that Reduced Fast-OCT-Embed finds embeddings for larger graphs, using less qubits, with fast run
times (less than a second).
To minimize bias in the cross-algorithm comparisons, all algorithms and subroutines (e.g.
breadth-first search, Dijkstra’s algorithm, etc.) were implemented manually in C++ and are avail-
able at https://github.com/TheoryInPractice/aqc-virtual-embedding.
OCT-Embed is implemented using Lokshtanov et al.’s simplification of Reed et al.’s iterative
compression algorithm [29, 34]. Fast-OCT-Embed is computed using the smallest OCT number
found with 10, 000 runs of GreedyBipartite; run times reported include the total run time to collect
this distribution. Reduced Fast-OCT-Embed additionally applies Qubit-Reduce and 2Ex-Reduce using
Fast-Qubit-Scoring.
We implemented the CMR (Dijkstra) algorithm from the Dijkstra-based pseudocode provided
on page 7 of [8]. Since this heuristic does not necessarily produce an embedding if it exists, we run
the heuristic repeatedly until an embedding is found or the time cutoff is reached; this provides the
expected time to find an embedding. TRIAD is implemented with Choi’s deterministic algorithm,
and Reduced TRIAD uses the biclique virtual hardware with Qubit-Reduce and 2Ex-Reduce using
Fast-Qubit-Scoring.
To provide a broad spectrum of comparisons, we generated problem graphs using four random
graph generators at three density levels (Table 1). While previous algorithms such as CMR have
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been tested on problem graphs with constant vertex degree (e.g. grid and 3-regular graphs), this
assumption is unrealistic for real-world QUBOs. Intuitively, the complexity of the problem should
scale with the number of variables included. As an example, we note that Beasley’s QUBOs [4] have
average vertex degree of approximately n20 for n vertex problems.
We define the random graph models as follows. Noisy bipartite graphs were generated by splitting
the vertices evenly (up to parity) into two partite sets, including a bipartite edge at probability p,
and including a non-bipartite edge at probability p5 . The GNP graphs (also known as Erdős-Rényi
[15]) are generated by flipping a coin for each possible edge and including it with probability p. The
regular graph generator samples from the space of graphs where each vertex has degree exactly k.
Barabási-Albert graphs [2] are generated by iteratively attaching n− k vertices to a subgraph of k
vertices using preferential attachment; we generate the initial subgraph using GNP with p = 0.25.
All graphs are generated using the NetworkX implementations [17], excepting Barabási-Albert,
which required a modification to generate the initial subgraph as specified above.
Graph Family Low Density Medium Density High Density
Noisy Bipartite p = 0.25 p = 0.50 p = 0.75
GNP p = 0.25 p = 0.50 p = 0.75
Regular k = 0.25n k = 0.50n k = 0.75n
Barabasi-Albert k = 0.25n k = 0.50n k = 0.75n
Table 1: Definition of density levels for the random input graph generators.
All experiments were run on a workstation running Fedora 24, and were each allocated a core
on an Intel X5675 processor and 1GB of RAM. Run times were limited to 60 minutes using the
timeout -k 10s 60m command, and no algorithm used more than its allocated memory. The C++
code was compiled with g++ 5.3.1 at the -O2 optimization level, and controlled with wrapper
scripts run with Python 2.7.11. All experiments were seeded using the number of seeds specified in
each experiment below. The data points plotted are the median over all problem graph instances
and seeded algorithm runs.
5.1 Experimental Results
Comparing OCT-Embed and Fast-OCT-Embed on 25 graph instances per n value and 10 seeded
algorithm runs, we find that Fast-OCT-Embed practically matches the solution quality of the exact
algorithm, while running in under a second. We report a representative sample in Fig. 7.
To maintain a reasonable run time while maintaining 10 graph instances per n, we reduced the
comparison with CMR to 10 seeded algorithm runs; this reduction did not impact the results since
both CMR (Dijkstra) and Reduced Fast-OCT-Embed restart automatically as needed. We found that
CMR (Dijkstra) could not find smaller embeddings than Fast-OCT-Embed, in addition to having
significantly longer run times. While CMR may be competitive on very sparse graphs (e.g. grid
graphs), we found that it was not competitive when the problem graph had a linear density. Fig. 8
contains a representative sample using GNP.
Our final comparison is against Choi’s TRIAD embedding algorithm, the state-of-the-art for
embedding highly dense problem graphs in hardware without hard faults. We do not report run
times, given that Choi’s algorithm is a deterministic assignment and the OCT-based algorithm’s
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Fig. 7: Embedding GNP graphs into Chimera(4, 8, 8); data points are the median over 25 ran-
dom graphs and 10 random algorithm seeds. Experimentally, we observe that the approximation
algorithm performs notably better than its approximation factor guarantees, while additionally
achieving highly practical run times.
run times are reported in previous plots. For this experiment we again used 25 problem seeds
and 10 algorithm seeds. Fig. 9 contains a representative sample. Again we find that Reduced Fast-
OCT-Embed embeds larger graphs while using less qubits. We also note that Reduced TRIAD was
effective compared to stock TRIAD for all low density graphs and some medium density graphs,
while only adding less than a second to the run time. Moreover, in several scenarios Reduced TRIAD
performed better than vanilla OCT-Embed, given the “L”- vs. “+”-shaped embeddings. However,
the flexibility provided with “+”-shaped embeddings made the reduction subroutines much more
effective, ultimately producing a better full algorithm. As a best practice, then, we recommend that
embedding algorithm designers apply these standard reduction subroutines before evaluating an
embedding algorithm’s effectiveness.
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Fig. 8: Embedding GNP graphs into Chimera(4, 8, 8); data points are the median over 10 random
graphs and 10 random algorithm seeds. Reduced Fast-OCT-Embed consistently outperforms CMR
in both qubits used and run time.
6 Conclusion
We have developed a virtual-hardware–based framework for constructing and deploying optimized
techniques for distinct parts of the minor embedding process. By introducing a biclique virtual hard-
ware, we provide a cleaner interface for embedding into the Chimera hardware layout and enable
modular subroutines for qubit reduction. Exploiting the bipartite structure in problem graphs with
odd cycle transversals, we are able to embed problems from from a diverse set of generators and
densities. Combining these two methods leads to an embedding algorithm Reduced Fast-OCT-Embed
that embeds larger problems, while using less qubits, for reasonably dense problem graphs. More-
over, without any parallelization or system-specific tuning, Reduced Fast-OCT-Embed terminates
in the order of seconds. This algorithm sets a baseline for embedding dense problem graphs that
should be extended and tuned for the user’s application.
Future extensions of this work could include tuned implementation of the reduction methods,
which are particularly promising for GPU parallelization. Additionally, as the problem graph be-
comes highly dense, we see that OCT-Embed (by definition) converges to TRIAD. A more intricate
embedding algorithm might not assume the OCT vertices were a clique, allowing even more flexible
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Fig. 9: Qubits used when embedding into Chimera(4, 8, 8); data points are the median over 25
random graphs and 10 random algorithm seeds. OCT-based algorithms consistently embed larger
problem than possible with TRIAD.
embeddings. Finally, adapting more intricate embedding algorithms (such as CMR) could provide
even better improvements, but would require significant development in the choice of relevant virtual
hardware(s).
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A Computing OCT in Series-Parallel Graphs
In this appendix we prove the following result:
Proposition 5 OCT (G) can be computed in linear time for a series-parallel graph G.
The proof is based on the equivalence between series-parallel graphs and graphs with nested ear decompositions.
Using this decomposition, we show that a greedy algorithm constructs a minimum OCT set. We start by defining
series-parallel graphs and nested ear decompositions:
Definition 8 (Eppstein [14]) A graph G is two-terminal series-parallel with terminals s and t if it can be produced
by a sequence of the following operations:
1. Base case: Create new graph, consisting of a single edge directed from s to t.
2. Parallel composition: Given two-terminal series-parallel graphs X and Y with terminals sX , tX , sY , and tY ,
form a new graph G = P (X,Y ) by identifying s = sX = sY and t = tX = tY .
3. Series composition: Given two-terminal series-parallel graphs X and Y , with terminals sX , tX , sY , form a new
graph G = S(X,Y ) by identifying s = sX , tX = sY , and t = tY .
Definition 9 (Ear Decomposition (Eppstein [14])) An ear decomposition of an undirected graph G is defined
to be a partition of the edges of G into a sequence of ears (E1, E2, . . . , Ek). Each ear is a path in the graph with the
following properties:
1. If two vertices in the path are the same, they must be two endpoints of the path.
2. The two endpoints of each ear Ei, i > 1, appear in previous ears Ej and E′j , with j < i and j
′ < i.
3. No interior point of Ei is in Ej for any j < i.
Definition 10 (Nest Intervals (Eppstein [14])) Given an ear decomposition (E1, E2, . . . , Ek), we say that Ei
is nested in Ej if both endpoints of Ei are contained in Ej . The nest interval of Ei in Ej is the path in Ej between
the two endpoints of Ei.
Definition 11 (Nested Ear Decomposition (Eppstein [14])) An ear decomposition is nested if the following
hold:
1. For each i > 1 there is some j < i such that Ei is nested in Ej .
2. If two ears Ei and Ei′ are both nested in the same ear Ej , then either the nest interval of Ei contains that of
Ei′ or vice versa.
Eppstein’s result shows that these two graph classes are equivalent:
Theorem 1 (Eppstein [14]) Any undirected two-terminal series-parallel graph has a nested ear decomposition
starting with a path between the terminals, and any undirected graph with a nested ear decomposition is two-terminal
series-parallel with its terminals being the endpoints of the first ear.
Furthermore, Eppstein shows that these decompositions can be computed in O(log2(n)) time on a parallel
computer, therefore computing the decomposition itself will not bottleneck an OCT-computing algorithm. We now
show that given a nested ear decomposition, we can greedily compute a minimum OCT set. First, we define the
parity of ears.
Definition 12 (Ear Parity) We say that an ear Ei is odd if the number of vertices in Ei and its nest interval sum
to an odd number. We define an even ear analogously.
Next, we want to show that we can compute the minimum OCT set on a single nest interval correctly.
Lemma 5 Given an ear decomposition (E1, . . . , Ek), let E = (Ei, . . . , Ej) be an ordered, maximal list of ears
contained in a single nest interval. Then the minimum number of OCT vertices contained in these ears is number
of maximal in-order sublists of E composed only of odd ears.
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Proof We proceed by induction on the number of sublists. Suppose that there are zero maximal sublists of odd ears,
therefore every ear is even. Then every path from the left-most vertex on the nest interval to the right-most vertex
on the nest interval will have the same parity, and we are able to two-color these cycles and the minimum OCT
number is zero. Suppose instead that there is one maximal sublist of odd ears, therefore all ears are odd. Removing
an endpoint from the inner-most odd cycle renders the remaining edges of this smallest nest interval into bridges
that cannot be part of a cycle. This removal also breaks all odd cycles in the maximal nest interval, because any
cycle on the remaining ears must use the vertices from two odd cycles of length 2x+ 1 and 2y+ 1, minus the length
of the smallest nest interval twice, leaving an odd number of vertices in the cycle. Again we can two-color these and
we are done.
Suppose we have an interval with k maximal sublists. If there are any even ears on the outside then we can
remove them using the first base case. We now find the inner-most odd ear that is outside of every remaining even
ear. Removing an endpoint from this ear renders the outer odd ears bipartite by the second base case. Applying
the inductive hypothesis to the earlier ears finds k − 1 OCT vertices, therefore we have found a total of k OCT
vertices. uunionsq
Corollary 4 We can compute the minimum OCT number of the ears contained in a single maximal nest interval
in linear time.
Proof In the above proof we visited each ear once. uunionsq
Proposition 6 OCT (G) can be computed in linear time for a series-parallel graph G.
Proof We proceed by induction on the number of maximal nest intervals. If there are no nest intervals then we have
a single ear and are done, the graph is (by definition) bipartite. Otherwise there is some nest interval. Applying
Lemma 5, we can compute a minimum OCT set. Since every nest interval is disjoint, by definition, we can apply the
inductive hypothesis to compute the minimum OCT set of the other intervals, visiting each interval exactly once.
The number of intervals is bounded by the number of vertices, therefore we compute a minimum OCT set in linear
time. uunionsq
